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GRAMMAR 

A. Write questions using the following verbs: 

give cost buy stay up stay win 

 

1. ‘What ___DID__ you ___BUY__ at the chemist’s?’   ‘Aspirin.’ 

2. ‘Where ___DID__ you _STAY___ when you were on holiday?’  ‘At a hotel.’ 

3. ‘How much __DID__ that car ___COST___?’    ‘Twenty thousand dollars.’ 

4. ‘Why __DID__ you __STAY UP___ until midnight?’   ‘Because I had to prepare a project.’ 

5. ‘__DID__ Rubens ____WIN___ the game?’    ‘No, he lost.’ 

6. ‘___DID____ Molly ___GIVE__ a present to you at your birthday party?’ ‘Yes, she did.’ 

 

B. Ask questions for the underlined words: 
 

1. I met Julia at the market yesterday. ________WHERE DID YOU MEET JULIA YESTERDAY?________. 

2. Henry gave me a vase as a gift.  ______WHAT DID HE GIVE YOU AS A GİFT?_________. 

3. The Kinders left Monte Carlo last year. ______WHEN DID THE KINDERS LEAVE MONTE CARLO?________. 

4. It took two hours to make the cake. _____HOW LONG DID IT TAKE TO MAKE THE CAKE?______. 

5. I borrowed Vance’s dictionary in the lesson. _WHOSE DICTIONARY DID YOU BORROW IN THE LESSON?_. 

6. She bought that dress in Paris.  _______WHERE DID SHE BUY THAT DRESS?_____. 

7. The girl fainted when she learned the bad news.  ____WHAT DID THE GIRL DO WHEN SHE LEARNED THE 

BAD NEWS?___. 

8. Wagner sent fifty e-mails about the strike.         _____HOW MANY E-MAILS DID WAGNER SEND ABOUT THE 

STRIKE? __. 

C. Read the text and ask questions according to the words in bold in the answers. 

This is a picture of Gandhi. He lived in India many years ago. He studied in England. He was a 

lawyer. After he lived in Africa for a while, he went back to India and helped the poor. He 

played a very important role in the independence of his country. He was very successful and 

became a great leader. The people liked him very much and the people of the world learned a 

lot of things from him, but a fanatic killed him. He was an important person for world peace. 

 

 

1. __WHERE DID GANDHI LIVE / IN WHICH COUNTRIES DID GANDHI LIVE?________? 

He lived in India, England and Africa. 
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2. ____WHERE DID HE PLAY A VERY IMPORTANT ROLE?________? 

In the independence of his country. 

3. ______WHO DID HE HELP____________? 

He helped the poor. 

4. _____HOW DID HE DIE________________?    

A fanatic killed him. 

D. Find the mistakes in the sentences. 
 

1. She ironed all her skirts yesterday night.  LAST NIGHT 

2. I am born in 1985.     WAS 

3. They didn’t got enough point from the final exam. GET 

4. They leaved the hall in hurry.    LEFT 

5. Last week she went abroad and meet her friends. MET 

6. The old politician didn’t wanted to give his hat.  WANT 

7. Tom stoped in the middle of the classroom.  STOPPED 

 

E. Ask questions to the underlined parts of the sentences. 

 

1. They chose the red dress. 

______WHAT DID THEY CHOOSE?_____________________. 

2. Tom left the office late in the night. 

_____WHEN DID TOM LEAVE THE OFFICE?______________. 

3. They built a new library in the city centre. 

____WHERE DID THEY BUILD A NEW LIBRARY?__________. 

4. She heard a strange noise from the kitchen. 

____WHAT DID SHE HEAR FROM THE KITCHEN?__________. 

5. I fed my dog at seven yesterday. 

____WHAT TIME DID YOU FEED YOUR DOG YESTERDAY?__. 

6. I drank a cup of tea in the canteen this morning. 

____WHAT DID YOU DRINK IN THE CANTEEN THIS MORNING?____. 
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F. Quiz Time.  
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Grammar File 

 

 

G. Look at the prompts given and write the story. 

 

 Last week / I / be / at / bank 

 Suddenly / man / dressed in 

black / come in  
 He / take out / gun / and / 

shout ‘give me the money!’ 

to the bank teller 
 

 He / take / money / and / 

run / out of / bank 
 Luckily / there / be / woman 

/ with / huge dog / outside / 

bank 
 When / man / see / it / he / 

be / terrified / and / he / not 

can / move 

 So / security guard / grab / 

gun from / hand 
 After a while / police / come 

/ and take / man / to / police 

station 

 

_______Last week I was at the bank. Suddenly, a man dressed in black came in. He took out a gun (his 

gun) and shouted ‘give me the money!’ to the bank teller. He took the money and ran out of the bank. 

Luckily, there was a woman with a huge dog outside the bank. When the man saw it, he was terrified 

and couldn’t move. So, the security guard grabbed the gun from his hand. After a while, the police came 

and took the man to the police station__ ______________. 
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VOCABULARY 

A. Complete the answers to the questions. Use the word ‘reason’. 

 

1. ‘I’m sorry I didn’t finish the work in time. I wasn’t well last night and I couldn’t find my dictionary.’ 

Q: Why didn’t he finish the work in time? 

A:  One ____REASON IS THAT HE WASN’T WELL_____________________________________. 

Another ____REASON IS THAT HE COULDN’T FIND HIS DICTIONARY__________________. 

2. Jansen invented a microscope in about 1590, but people didn’t think it was useful. Also, it didn’t give a 

very clear picture. 

Q: Why weren’t people very interested in this invention? 

A: The main ______REASON IS THAT PEOPLE DIDN’T THINK IT WAS USEFUL ______________. 

 The second _____REASON IS THAT IT DIDN’T GIVE A VERY CLEAR PICTURE_____________. 

3. ‘ I couldn’t pass my final exam. I couldn’t complete my essay in time and the listening comprehension was 

too long. Also, I was very tired and demotivated that morning.’ 

Q: Why couldn’t you pass the final exam? 

A: The main _____REASON IS THAT I COULDN’T COMPLETE MY ESSAY____________________. 

 The second ____REASON IS THAT THE LISTENING COMPREHENSION WAS TOO LONG_____. 

 My final ____REASON IS THAT I WAS TIRED AND DEMOTIVATED  THAT MORNING________. 

B. Fill in the blanks with the words given in the box. There’s one extra. 

scalpel diving suit high heels needles equipment false teeth 

 

1. ____HIGH HEELS____ are not preferred by some women as they are not comfortable. 

2. You use a(n) _____SCALPEL_____ in operations to cut into a patient’s body. 

3. My grandmother has to wear _____FALSE TEETH_____ as she has lost her natural teeth., 

4. Acupuncture is a method of treating pain and disease by using small ___NEEDLES______. 

5. A(n) ____DIVING SUIT_____ is waterproof and you wear it underwater. 

 

 


